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MR Pablo Figueroa
48 Goondari RD
Allambie Heights NSW 2100
RE: DA2018/0149 - 60 Binalong Avenue ALLAMBIE HEIGHTS NSW 2100
Dear Assessing Officer; I would like to formally object to this project (DA2018/0149)
Enough has been said about why this 36 bed boarding house project at 60 Binalong
Rd, Allambie Heights (DA2018/0149) is at odds with the neighbourhood; zoning and
density; environmental impact; hightent traffic risk in a difficult location; parking
impact; away from high frequency transport, and setting the precedent with clear
impact to the character and the culture of this location.
But one has not been called out, and that is the concern around the safety of our
children. This land is a focal point on the way to school for many of our kids. Our
children enjoy the freedom to walk to school and be independant. That is because
Allambie is a safe place and that's the reason it attracts young families. This project
would host temporary residents in large volumes, and little control over who comes
in and goes out. In a world increasingly sick where young kids are being targeted
more and more often, this is the breeding ground for increased risk to our families,
and parents who will be forced to take away the freedom from their kids they onced
enjoyed. This is absolutely against the value proposition from the council - what
measures is the council taking to ensure this doesn't affect the safety of our kids?
Dear Assessing Officer, would you risk your own kids? This is not the right place and
neighbourhood for this project; it is a place for young families that enjoy the freedom
this place offers, the peace of mind that we know each other and we care for each
other... and this is about to change it all. Hand in heart you already know what the
right answer is.
Really appreciative of the opportunity to put my point of view forward.Thanks.

